Arthur Henry Reginald Buller Medal
(North American Regional Mycological
Member Organization): Kabir G. Peay

to do cutting-edge research in plant-fungus
symbiotic systems. His works includes those
on grass-Epichloë (syn. Neotyphodium)
symbioses, about which he has published
most of his 19 papers in international peerreviewed journals. His work also covers a

publication record, citations to his work,
and speaking invitations. This record
demonstrates his exceptional scholarship
and prominence in the field of fungal
ecology.

Kabir is best known for testing macroecological patterns in fungal systems, for
the application of innovative molecular
techniques to measure dispersal of fungi,
and for showing strong evidence of
dispersal limitation of fungi at multiple
scales. He has a productive, high-impact
research programme as evidenced by his
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range of techniques and disciplines, such
that he has published molecular taxonomic,
physiological and ecological papers.

An Oral History for Mycology

Meredith Blackwell (left) interviewing John Taylor (right) at IMC11.

IMC 11 (16–21 July 2018, San Juan, Puerto
Rico) offered an opportunity to record
interviews with a variety of mycologists to
hear of their assessments of changes that
occurred over their careers, and to learn about
the experiences of younger mycologists at the
beginning of their careers. Three participants
interviewed in the morning symposium
(Lynne Boddy, David Hawksworth,
and John Taylor) represent experienced
mycologists who have been active in IMA.
Twenty-eight other interviews, some with
two and three mycologists at a time, were
recorded throughout IMC 11 whenever we
could catch participants between sessions.
Seventeen women and 16 men from all
inhabited continents and more than 20
countries were interviewed. For example, a
husband and wife who each practice their
own mycological careers, the current and
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four former presidents of IMA, the San Juan
congress keynote speaker, former editors of
four mycological journals, authors of 400
papers, but also students from tropical climes
beginning their mycological training in cooler
regions with winter snow, a trio of Latinas
who pursue mycology enthusiastically, a
mycologist who discovered a entire group of
previously unseen fungal, and several retired
mycologists who just can’t quit; a Spanish
speaker filled in to interview a native Italian
speaker in Spanish, and two of us followed a
suggestion and interviewed each other.
We learned a number of accomplished
mycologists were the first in their families
to go to college, many mycologists found
the field accidently, and several political
and environmental refugees from flooding
left their homes to continue mycological
research. We were reminded of the long

history of mycology in Italy, and a more
recent legacy in Brazil. A human pathogen
that is widely distributed in the harsh
environment of dishwashers was a discovery
made by a mycologist who was bored at
home while recovering from ‘flu. Another
interesting bit of information is that
Denmark has a “mouldy phone” number
that can be consulted with questions about
household fungi. We learned directly from
a Congress organizer how to persist and
organize an amazing meeting in less that a
year after a disasterous hurricane.
Unfortunately, time ran out before many
more mycologists could be interviewed. We
hope that others will be interested in adding
to the collection of interviews at many
regional meetings over the next four years, so
that a session of continuous interviews can be
shown at IMC 12 in Amsterdam in 2022.
The videos were filmed, edited, and
posted on YouTube by Dustin Howard
of La Liberté Productions, LLC. They
are archived at the Hunt Institute for
Botanical Documentation, Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.
A large collection of photographs from the
congress includes some of the interviews
listed in this article <https://www.flickr.
com/photos/155485972@N06/albums>.
All of the videos can be found in YouTube
playlist: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2RTablPdh88&list=PLIej3bb_klydh3b_
N5ApE81iuWsyVf U9L, and individual
links are given in Box 2.
Meredith M. Blackwell and
Robert A. Samson
(mblackwell@lsu.edu)
(63)
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Oral History of Mycology Individual links
Claudio Angelini: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQxPOu6Gito
Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcEe3YxSEDE
Joan Bennett: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZcU_K8XTF8
Meredith Blackwell and Rob Samson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RTablPdh88
Jumbam Blaise: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yr9NlOPZy_Q
Lynne Boddy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXWEux2DPGA
Paola Bonfante: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmcw1hx3jxs
Tom Bruns: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlUeRjUTb2U
Matías Cafaro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7BAV1-iKEk
Sharon Cantrell: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atDBvAHGmPc
Pedro Crous: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZxYIdIrQvo
José Dianese: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvLe5DoaPYw
Jens Frisvad: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdNp_B-E89c
Nina Gunde-Cimerman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzcMm_3y6EQ
Roy Halling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJKVlOgN75g
David Hawksworth: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mgm8juKrT88
Dillon Husbands and Kayla Pennerman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KC52u0xKZWs
Teresa Itturiaga: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtaKPpThZ80
Lene Lange: https://youtu.be/od8D94JmBH4
Jennifer Luangsa-Ard: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKkFE6JMsNI
David McLaughlin: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uitcbLcJa_M
Gregory Mueller: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVypjd-ej68
Donald Pfister: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIN5WPMtAwY
John Pitt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-GVTca9apM
Anna Rosling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-sYZ5Js6KM
Amy Rossman: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJe54E1Gv4E
Keith Seifert: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgW29REYOho
John Taylor: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Y-sGwsAh4E
Ulf Thrane: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adxtv89Mj98
Aida Vasco, Giuliana Furci, and Maria Alice Neves: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVZHjaUq2yU
Michael Wingfield and Brenda Wingfield: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKYo09fsf1A

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Stanley J. Hughes – Centenarian

Photo: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.

(64)

On 17 September 2018, Stanley J. Hughes
celebrated his 100th birthday with his family.
The previous day, his wife Lyndell, children
David and Glenys and grand-children
hosted an afternoon party attended by
colleagues and neighbours. On behalf of the
IMA, Keith Seifert presented Stan with a
birthday card filled with signatures and best
wishes, which had been circulated at IMC11
in San Juan. Apart from local colleagues
from Stan’s Ottawa workplace with
Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada (AAFC),
retired mycologists Kris Pirozynski (still
living in Ottawa) and David Malloch
(now living in New Brunswick) joined

the celebration. The Mayor of Ottawa,
his Worship James Watson, attended the
party, and best wishes were received from
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, the Prime
Minister of Canada the Rt Hon. Justin
Trudeau, and the Minister of Environment
and Climate Change of Canada, the Hon.
Catherine McKenna.
A citizen and long-time resident
of Canada, Stan has maintained warm
relations with his homeland, Wales,
and his second homeland, England.
During his working career at the former
Commonwealth Mycological Institute
at Kew, and Agriculture and Agri-Food
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